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Abstract: Digital transformation in the field of oil and Gas industry is already a significant impact creator. It is actually act like 
catalyst through which the overall functionality of the oil and gas industry get enhanced and the overall output with the help of 
technologically-advanced mechanism, increased up to manifold. In the present scenario, the over-all quest is not just about the 
volume of the oil and petroleum, but it is also regarding the overall value generated throughout the process. And such enhanced 

level of value generation is taking place with great pace with the help of enhanced level of implementations of different types 
of technologies in different type of activities related to the oil and gas industry. In the present scenario, oil and gas industry‟s 
business model is no longer depending upon just the inflated and narrow based value-chain mechanism. It is actually 
depending upon the almost all modernized and futuristic technologies. The modern technologies include big data analytics, 3D 
printing technology, cyber security, digital marketing, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things, drone technologies, database 
management system, etc. all these technologies are not only supports in handling the overall business capability of the oil and 

Gas Industries, but also eliminate the overall negative impact generating elements. With the help of technologies and digital 
transformation, the overall profitability of the oil and gas industry enhanced. Digital transformation is a prominent and 
significant impact creator which is not limited to the oil and gas industry, but also reaching up to the all-global level 
Businesses. It is transforming the overall business operations by enhancing the speed of innovation and making the use of 
practical knowledge base which ultimately enhance the overall power of operations and increase efficiencies. With the 
emergence of digital transformation technologies especially with the emergence of big data analytics, the Internet of Things 

and Artificial Intelligence have supports several types of innovative and new ways of developing and transforming the overall 
market as well as the customer satisfaction in significant manner. All such innovative technologies and digital transformations 
are contributing significantly in shaping the future of oil and gas industry. 
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1. Introduction  

The oil and energy industry are one of the most important industry in the whole world as almost all the top 

economically advanced nations have direct or indirect linkage with the processing and marketing of oil and Gas 

based products such as China, United State of America, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi, 

Russia, etc. But because of the happening of an uncertain and unexpected incident of Covid-19, not only the oil and 

gas industry but almost each and every industry including textile-based Industries, communication-based Industries, 

transportation Industries, tour and travel industry, manufacturing industry, supply-chain industry, and all other 

industrial‟s functioning hampered significantly for a very long period of time. With problems come into 

consideration, it will also create an opportunity for analysing the situations and come up with new learnings and 

opportunities of making the things again under controllable condition with more advanced level of performance in 

working, which was somehow hampered because of the negative impacts of bad incident such as Covid-19.  

Due to the overall negative impacts spread all around the whole world in the pandemic situations which was 

created because of covid-19, oil and gas industry functionality was affected for almost 5 to 6 months of time on a 

continuous basis. Each and every individual who was in some of the way related to the businesses of oil and gas 

industry were facing different level of complexities in terms of their working. For instance, if we take into 

consideration overall businesses of the retail outlet owners which were previously the incidence of covid-19, 

earning a very good amount of profit through their businesses, were somehow not at all able to manage the salary of 

their own staff for almost 5 to 6 months of time. In the same manner, if you consider the overall demands of the 

daily customers of oil and Gas based products, they are also facing the level of complexity in terms of buying and 

fulfilling the oiland petroleum-based demands, because of the lockdown procedure spreading all around the globe. 
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In handling such complex situations, there are almost all individuals who faced complexities in terms of their 

businesses, works, and functionality, some very new concepts as well as plans come into consideration which is 

mostly technologically-driven and digital-based strategies. Technology is like a catalyst, it can enhance the overall 

working of almost each and every type of activity including the oil and gas industry. With the help of proper 

implementation of such technologies in the recent times as well as in the near future also, our world will be able to 

function with almost ten times more pace in terms of businesses of oil and gas industry. Some of such advanced and 

modern technologies are Big dataanalytics, Artificial Intelligence, digital marketing, cloud computing, drone 

technology,Internet of Things, Etc. 

2. Literature Review 

As per the study conducted by Mehndi Mohammadpoor and Farshid Torabi and published in the journal titled 

KeAi Chinese Roots Global Impact, under the guidance of the faculty of engineering and the applied science, the 

University of Regina, Canada with the research paper titled Big data analytics in oil and gas industry: An 

emerging trend, under the guidance of Southwest Petroleum University. The research paper analyzes the 

importance of the utilization of big data analytics. Big data analytics is an emerging trend in the field of concerns 

that are related to the different aspects of Oil and Gas industry. The paper shows that Big data analytics is a 

modern technology that can be used for handling very big data sets in a diverse manner. Also, analyze the 

different types of data characteristics which vary from volume, velocity and complexity.  

The research paper signifies the current advent of the recording of data through sensors in the field of different 

types of activities which are performed under oil and gas industry, such as exploration, drilling processes, 

production activities, operational activities, and all such activities which consist of a big amount of data which 

ultimately encourages the significance of data industry. The research paper also highlights the importance of Big 

data analytics and related technology in enhancing the overall reservoir characterization and in reducing the 

overall drilling time with an enhanced level of safety standard. The research paper also focuses on the 

optimization capabilities of Big data analytics in increasing the performance of production pumps, improving the 

shipping and transportation of oil and gas, etc.  The paper also highlighted the various level of challenges which 

are still faced by different businesses and industries by not utilizing the Big data analytics for their business. It 

also highlights the importance of understanding as well as awareness programs regarding proper implementations 

of Big data analytics. 

3. Significance of the Study  

Technologically-driven and digital transformation are taking place in almost all types of activities. In the 

current scenario, no one can think about the world's functionality without the presence of technology-based 

development. Almost each and every activity that a man is performing in this 21st century from waking up to 

going to the bed, whatever activity comes in between these two points of time consists of different types of 

technological-based gadgets, software, instruments, etc. for making the whole lifestyle of human being much 

easier, productive and efficient. Technology is the future, as we all already know and understand very well. But, in 

what possible way we are using our current technology is not at all the end in terms of it, as there is no concept 

available in terms of boundaries when we consider the functionality and coverage area of technology. Along with 

new and modern technology the changes also taking place in the field of the digital world. The digital world is 

mainly consisting of the power of digitization of different types of activities and functions which are directly and 

indirectly related to the human functions and the mechanism which are related to the human activities.  

As the network and internet advancement taking places in achieving the target of fast pace of processing data, 

all other activities which were performed by the human in terms of their daily and official activities such as 

documentation, communication, transportation, businesses, industries, and all other activities are directly 

transformed and advanced with the introduction of the new era of advanced technologies. Technological 

development is also taking place in the oil and gas industry. The oil and gas industry are one of the biggest 

industries in the whole world. No, any single nation can think about their functionality without the presence of 

proper oil and place fulfilments. The way in which the blood circulates in our veins and arteries throughout the 

body and make our body capable of doing a different set of functions, in the same manner the oil and gas industry 

act like a the key most element in running the whole workings of each and every Nation, For example 

Transportation, Businesses, Industries, Energy Industries, Petroleum Industries, Tourism and Travelling 

Industries, our daily transportation needs through our private vehicles, Public Transportation, Etc. Not a single 

person can think about their life without the availability of Oil, Petroleum and Gas Industry at least for the now, 

till any new and comparatively advance industry come under considerations, which can replace the oil Petroleum 

and gas industry in the near future but as per now oil and gas industry will be the top energy-based industry for 

almost next 100 years of time.  
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4. Methodology 

As per the needs and requirements of the research work and analytical study, the analysis come into 

implementation for the study of the stated topic is done in the thorough and descriptive manner with the help of 

various types of information and data collected. For this reason, the all possible and required level of secondary 

data-based information was all at once and broadly used for the analysis purpose. A lot of detailed and 

distinguished level of swotting processes was come into consideration for accessible data and its in-depth 

investigation associated with the topic and related data. For the analysis& the study of the Significance of 

Technology and Digital-Transformation in Shaping the Future of Oil and Gas Industry, the research paper relies on 

the research which is directly connected and completely depending upon the information and data received and 

sourced from various libraries, books, important notes,documents, data from various national and international 

journals, different types of magazines, germane books, topic concerning articles, reports, media resources, Etc. 

5. Analysing The Role Of Technology In Enhancing The Growth Of Oil And Gas Industry 

There are several technological development taking places every year.In which the most emerging and the 

most advanced technologies of recent times includes Artificial Intelligence, Big data, the Internet of Things, 3D 

printing, cybersecurity, cloud computing, etc. The oil and gas industry are a type of industry which is working for 

a very long period of time, and in its overall working till the current time faced several types of changes and 

challenges already taken place in its operations. Traditionally, the drilling process of crude oil was operated 

through the manpower implementations, then after some time the changes takes place and due to which several 

types of machinery and mechanical instruments came into consideration.  

But due to the emerging exploration and enhancement taking place in the all working limits of oil and Gas 

Industries, there is a huge requirement taking place in terms of increasing the overall productivity and efficiency 

of the overall oil and gas industry business. Due to the continuous increments taking place in the overall demand 

for oil and Gas products all over the world, the overall available amount of good and services produced is 

somehow not at all sufficient to fulfil the overall needs and requirements of the globe level. And by implementing 

and utilizing the traditional technological base, the oil and gas industry will somehow not able to fulfils the overall 

future demands in the field of petroleum and gas requirements. The oil and gas industry needs some type of 

advance and futuristic technology through which it can enhance the overall productivity levels of its goods and 

services as well as reduce the overall costing and negative impacts regarding the same, which are somehow 

hampering the overall growth of the oil and gas industry. As per the current scenario, Artificial Intelligence 

technology which is act like a helping and supporting hand for the different businesses like oil and gas industry. 

Most significantly, Artificial Intelligence technology will help the oil and gas industry in solving several 

challenges and problems in a diverse manner. The modern technology of Artificial Intelligence is so much 

emerging and developing that its global market capital will be expected to reach up to 3.81 billion United States 

Dollar in the terms of money by the year 2025, which was valued at approximately 2 billion United States Dollar 

in the year 2019. 

As we all know that, the oil and gas industry is among the most profitable industries as well as the most 

dangerous industry too. There are several types of dangers which can be capable of taking place without giving 

any type of intimations specially in the oil and gas industries. But artificial intelligence technology can help oil 

and gas industry business operations in optimizing the overall performance and productivity level along with 

handling the overall safety standards.  

The overall mechanism of the oil and gas industry pipeline are very much complex and problematic. Several 

times, it will be a very complex task for the manpower working in the oil and gas industry, to identify the overall 

improper connectivity in pipelines and detecting the overall defects present in complex and error-prone 

mechanisms. Due to the complex mechanism, most of the time some types of minor mishaps taking place at the 

refineries of oil and gas industry.But with the help of artificial intelligence, it will become so much easy to detect 

and analyse the overall defects in the oil pipelines and machines in the stipulated manner.  

With the help of artificial intelligence, the overall functioning of oil and Gas Industries can be managed 

through a computer vision-based system. Search computer-based vision system can easily verify the overall 

quality of production and deploy deep insight into the overall functioning and analyse the defects taking place. 

The Artificial Intelligence protection system is cost-efficient and economical in terms of installation and 

operations in comparison with the all previously installed mechanism used by the oil and gas industry. Oil and gas 

plants function in very extreme environmental conditions. Extreme environmental conditions may create several 

types of risk which can be results into different types of injuries to the workers and employees who are working in 

the oil and gas plants. One of such kind is the extreme temperature levels under which the employees are working 

continuously.  
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Several types of hazardous and harmful gases are continuously emitting at such Oil and gas plants, which can 

easily make people ill. For the overall safety of the employees working in such a critical environment, different 

types of rules and regulations already introduced by the governments of different countries. But somehow the 

departments sometimes not fulfil such norms as required. But with the help of Artificial Intelligence, there are 

several monitors system which can be installed at the oil and gas plants through which the surveillance process 

can be managed. With the help of Artificial Intelligence technology, the overall safety of the labour, worker, and 

employees can be easily enhanced up to certain level. As artificial intelligence makes checks over the proper 

implementation of the rules and regulations, almost all the employees and workers working in hazardous 

environments will follow the rules and regulations and wear proper personal protection equipment. 

Artificial intelligence technology can also help the overall oil and gas industry business in reducing the overall 

cost of production and cost of maintenance. The global market capital will be expected to reach up to 3.81 billion 

United States Dollar in the terms of money by the year 2025. As oil and gas operation is based on storage system, 

which stores the extracted crude oil. Oil rigs which are installed in the overall repository will work as a 

distributional mechanism, but because of the continuous utilisations and extreme temperatures under which it is 

operating, different types of problems taking place including corrosion of the oil rigs.The degradation of the oil 

rigs can weaken the overall pipeline system and it will also result in deformation. But the artificial intelligence can 

easily prevent such type of incidents before their actual occurrence. Here for safeguarding the overall procedure 

two different types of technology come into consideration which is, Artificial Intelligence technology and Internet 

of Things technology. The combination of these two technologies can help in detecting the early signals of 

corrosion occurrence with the help of several parameters and predictions. The modern technology of Artificial 

Intelligence is emerging and growing significantly in the market of Asia-Pacific, Whereas its largest market place 

is in North America and the overall CAGR is 10.15% as per the report of 2020. 

Artificial Intelligence technology and Internet of Things technology jointly work like protecting mechanism 

through which the big mishaps can be controlled and can be managed before its actual occurrence.The oil and gas 

industry business completely deals with various types of routine decision making which are very significant and 

important from the business point of view, any single wrong decision can impact the overall oil and gas industry 

business, drastically. For enhancing the overall analytics and interpretation of proper decision making, different 

and modern technologies come into consideration which is Big data analytics technology and Artificial 

Intelligence applications-based technologies. The global market capital of modern technology Artificial 

Intelligence was valued at approximately 2 billion United States Dollar in the year 2019. 

Most of the industries which are dealing in the oil and gas business are utilizing these two technologies in 

deriving useful data and information on which several types of different segments are covered in well-managed 

patterns on the basis of which proper predictions can be made.The combination of these two technologies along 

with the algorithm will enhance the overall decision-making capabilities of such Oil and Gas Industries. Such 

technologies will help in analysing the different types of data in real-time analytics which will generate different 

types of intelligence-based suggestions and recommendations through the computer system. In such a way, 

Artificial Intelligence technology and Big data analytics can enhance the strategic decision-making capabilities of 

Oil and Gas Industries which will directly help in improving the overall operational efficiencies and it will reduce 

the chances of failures, and also help in reducing the overall production cost. 

6. Highlighting The Importance Of Digital-Transformation In Shaping The Future Of Oil And Gas 

Industry 

Digital transformation is assessing towards capturing the global businesses and industry in a dominating 

manner. Digital transformation is actually the changes that are produced by the changes implemented in the 

application of digital technology which can be spread to the whole society. In the current scenario, each and 

everything which of human can performs on daily basis can be easily managed through a smartphone connected 

with internet. Digital transformation is not just about the smartphone and the internet, it is actually more than this. 

But when we reconsider a mass level of society that is connected with several different businesses and industries, 

then in such areas smartphones and internet connectivity are the two key technologies, which can change the whole 

world, significantly. Modern technology development is actually the real player of the whole game. The businesses 

which are moving towards digitization and are converting themselves towards the digital world will get a sure 

chance of not only winning the near future but also ruling the whole world, right now.  

Digital transformation is one of the most important tools through which several significant changes take place in 

the business models of several Industries including the oil and gas industry. It enhances the overall speed of 

innovation and development. With the help of business transformation, several industries will get a chance of 

regaining their lost market share as well as supports in introducing and capturing several market areas that are right 

now, untouched.   
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Digital transformation will make it possible to gain the practical level of working capital as well as help and 

initiating the effectiveness and efficiencies of overall business operations. It also helps in analysing the procedures 

through which different types of segments can be managed and control. It helps in actualizing the different roles 

which are related to the development, supply, and activities which are related to customer relationship. Digital 

transformation also helps in capturing significant areas of the market with ease. It helps in asserting the various 

innovative ways through which the oil and gas industry transforms the customer and the public relation. 

Big data analytics is one of the most important supporting hand in the development of the futuristic Oil and Gas 

industry. With the help of Big data, several companies and industries are gaining advantages in the field of market 

capturing, profit enhancement and customer satisfaction. Big data analytics is a smart data processing application 

through which data is analysed on a deep basis because of which an algorithm is generated through which the 

computer technology can analyse and assess various types of solutions of different market complexities and 

questions. The collected data is processed thoroughly in the mechanism for the purpose of gaining the output which 

will help in policy formulation and strategic planning development. 

Several types of data are being collected by different types of sources which can be processed with an ultimate 

aim to analyse the current market trend. The company which has better data utilizing and analysing capabilities will 

get an edge over all other competitors, because the one who has performed in improved mannan and has a high 

level of pace in capturing the overall effect of automated data processing system will become "the winner of the 

future". With the help of emerging digital technologies as well as a decrease in the overall cost of data processing, 

the mass level of population is now in reach of high-speed data. And different types of changes also taking place in 

terms of the improvement in the internet bandwidth as well as the enhancement in the performance of sensors. All 

such technologically advanced level of developments helps the whole world to remain connected and linked with 

the digital economy base, almost all the time. All search will ultimately result in building up a very strong and 

powerful digitally advanced and innovative oil and gas industry connectivity network. 

7. Conclusions 

In this research paper, a study was conducted on the significance of technology and digital transformation in 

enhancing the working capacity of Oil and Gas industry. The Oil and Gas industry is a very big industry and 

because of its big size, all the decisions and policy implementation regarding the operation of Oil and Gas industry 

is somehow very much complex task. There are various type of activities which are taking places in the overall 

working of Oil and Gas industry. As per the traditional method, all the functioning and activities of Oil and Gas 

industry mostly control and manage by human resources. Human resource is functioning in the best possible way, 

but somehow there are certain chances remains where there is a possibility of some mistake take place in the 

functioning of the oil and gas industry. In any case, a single mistake done by the human being in the oil and gas 

refinery will ultimately result in a huge loss of not only the Oil and Gas industry but also the human resources. 

Elimination of such mistakes is completely possible with the help of technology. As technology works according 

to the commands given to the system. Because of such mechanism, there is almost no chance of mistakes taking 

place by the machines and instruments. It doesn't mean that all the activity can only be done just by the machines 

and technology. The best possible way of performing any task is by combining the two significant and work-

focused elements. Here these two significant elements are the human being and technology. With the help of a 

combination of these two elements, we can get the best possible result in the field of Oil and Gas industry. With 

the emergence in the field of technological development, there are several different types of technologies available 

in the whole world which are highly capable of performing the various type of task in best possible ways. Some of 

such advanced and modern technologies are Big data analytics, the Internet of Things, Digital Marketing, 3D 

printing, Artificial Intelligence, Etc.The global market capital of modern technology of Artificial Intelligence was 

valued at approximately 2 billion United States Dollar in the year 2019. And it will be expected to reach up to 

3.81 billion United States Dollar in the terms of money by the year 2025. 

The modern technology Artificial Intelligence is emerging and growing significantly in the market of Asia-

Pacific, Whereas its largest market place is in North America and the overall CAGR is 10.15% as per the report of 

2020. With the helped of these advanced technology, Oil and Gas industry can enhance it's working capability by 

manifold. There are different types of technologies that are already implemented by the Oil and Gas industry, but 

there are a lot more which are still remain to be utilized till now. One of the most important reasons behind not 

implementing such technology are unavailability of the required level of knowledge and the lack of awareness and 

practicality in terms of implementing such modern and advanced technology for the betterment of the Oil and Gas 

industry business. The Oil and Gas industry can easily spread its impact over a mass level for a significantly long 

period of time even in the presence of several other competing industries entering into the market. For surviving in 

the long run as well as emerging and growing accordingly, the proper utilization of technology is very much 

important for the Oil and Gas industry. 
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